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Graphs have been widely used to represent various types of complex systems. Examples range from straightforward ones such as the router links or hyperlinks from the Internet 
(also known as Cybergeography) to the highly abstract ones like protein folding networks or network maps of social behavior (for instance on e-Bay or Facebook). It is obvious 
that representing a complex system as a simple graph is a reduction of information, showing only one aspect of the original system. In most studies only one such aspect is 
investigated, using a single, specific characteristic to build the network.
Our aim is to look at a specific system from different perspectives simultaneously. We hope to obtain an additional insight into the system that an examination of single aspects 
on their own cannot give. We have chosen Wikipedia as our case study with a focus on all articles falling under the Wikipedia category “Science”. We will compare the structure 
of articles linked through Wikipedia's multiple category assignments with the structure defined through direct hyperlinks between articles. Traditionally, classification of 
knowledge is a task delivered by experts resulting into a designed system of organization. In contrast to this, the structure of Wikipedia’s direct links create an emergent 
organization. Moreover, the category system in Wikipedia is atypical, as it was not designed by experts, but created through the initiatives of individual Wikipedia authors. 
Despite that, we believe the category structure created by users reflects a top-down classification system individual users had in their minds and therefore will show a 
considerable likeness to traditional classification systems. We hope to see the similarities and differences between both aspects of knowledge organization, as well as to 
investigate how the classification system has evolved over time. The choice of Science category has additional goal of comparing obtained structure with more traditional maps 
of science, usually obtained from bibliographic data.
This study should show how basically the same system can be viewed from different perspectives, and how do these perspectives relate to each other. Moreover we hope to 
find and identify relations between changes in both perspectives.
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Top-down structure

The structure has a single root 
representing the whole system 
(in our case category “Science”), 
which is hierarchically split into 
subcategories.

Bottom-up structure

Links between individual pages 
define structure. Higher level 
structure can be found based 
on the basic links.
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Our object of study:  english wikipedia
category: Science

* Picture from Chris Harrison page:
http://www.chrisharrison.net/projects/
wikiviz/index.html
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Changes of 
categories, 
their relations 
and numbers 
of articles 
under each 
category.

Changes of 
links between 
pages.
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Dynamics

Big Questions

What is relation between direct 
linking and proximity in category 
“tree” ?

What is the relation between 
changes in classification and 
changes in direct relations ?

Do classification changes 
shape direct links or the other 
way around ? Is knowledge 
organized by classification or 
self-organized through 
connections between single 
individual concepts ?

Data storage and processing:
Issue: raw wikipedia database in xml format 
is almost 3 TB.

We are working with the
BiG Grid to allow us to
store and process such
amount of data.

Knowledge Space Lab project, Virtual Knowledge Studio; http://virtualknowledgestudio.nl/recent-current-projects/knowledge-space-lab/

BiG Grid, the dutch e-science grid; http://www.biggrid.nl/

Wikipedia categories do 
not constitute a tree. 
Each page or category 
can belong to multiple 
categories.

Expected results:

● A dynamical visualizations of category 
structure and direct links structure of 
wikipedia
● Finding eventual statistical relations 
between changes in both structures
● Identification of specific cases where the 
relations may be clearly observed
● Partial answers to Big Questions

Knowledge Space Lab project is ongoing

Complete wikipedia database 
contains edit history, allowing 
extraction of dynamic data.


